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Fdday, November 1, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Bombing Halt Announced by President
(Continued from page 1)
The session broke up with the
President and Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, both wearing broad
smiles, posing for pictures. Gen.
William C. Westmoreland, for
four years the American Commander in Viet Nam, sat with
them at the cabinet table.
The president said that he had
informed the three major candidates :for the presidency - VicePresident Hubert li. Humphrey,
Richard M. Nixon, and George C.
Wallace-of the decision. In addition, J obnson told Congressional leaders from both parties.

Reaction to the news of the
bombing halt was sharp and mixed on the UNM campus.
Dennis Anderson was happy
about it. ''It's good," be said, but
he didn't think it would last. He
called it "our only choice,"
Some were surprised to see it
come so quickly, and termed it a
major break through. Jim Hallbauer didn't think the halt would
have much effect. "I think the
North Vietnamese will think it's
only a political move for Humphrey." ·
Hallbauer said he thought Saigon would see it as "selling them

down the river.''
Several students offered the
opeinion that Nixon would be
burt by the bombing halt in his
quest·for the presidency.
Several women students !!aid
that the bombing had been stopped and sta:~:ted so many times
that it w~:~s hard to tell what he
meant about the halt.
One termed it "the mo~t sane
thing" that has happened this
year.
The majority of student!! polled
welcomed the news of decision,
but one junior woman hastened to
add, "I hope the halt won't be

Spock Speaks Against War

',

{Continued from page 1)
dents crowded into UNM's International Center for a reception
in his honor.
One mother presented him with
a well-worn copy of his famous
book "Baby and Child Care" and
asked for an autograph. A man
who identified himself as a doctor asked to shake his hand. A
group of UNM medical student!!
fcrced their way through the
crowd to talk to the doctor.
War Blackens U.S. Name
Spock said that the only thing
the Viet Nam war has achieved is
a "blackening of the name of our
country. I think we have to solve
our problems by compassion," he
said.
"I think we've hardened our
hearts, thickened our skins, and
forgotten our morality," he said.
"War is no solution."
He said that the U.S. is destroying crops and buildings and
removing citizens by the hundreds
of thousands ·from their homes.
"All of these actions are forbidden by international law," he
said.
Spock called America's young
people "the only l!ope on the ltorjzon They have the combination of courage and gumption,"
he said.
1
"In Chicago 5,000 young people
showed up/' he said referring to
the Democratic Convention there
last summer, "the young people
had a right to be there, it was
Daley who was going against law
and order."
65PerCent
Favored Daley Tactics
The most shocking thing about
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the Chicago incident was that a
public opinion poll showed that
65% of the American people
thought Daley did the right thing,
Spock said. "These people have no
idea what freedom and democracy
mean," he explained.
"This gives us some idea of the
job ahead," he said. Spock said he
felt that what happened in Chicago had an "enormous effect on
the young people of the nation.
"It aroused the mto a militance
to change conditions," he said.
Speck talked about the right of
revolution implied in the Declaration of Independence and the violence which occurred at the Boston Tea Party. "No big change
has ever happened without stirring up a big ruckus," he said.
Speaking on racial problems,
Spoclt said, "Those who are talking about law and order are the
ones who have things going their
own way.''
Doesn't Blame Blacks
"I don't blame the black people
for talking about arming themselves/' he said. The crowd ap-.
plauded when he said if the people in Albuquerque had received

the same harassment, they too
would arm themselves.
''I'm not talking about revolution or violence," he said. "I'm
one of the whites who have things
-roughly speaking-going my
own way.''
Speck said that he would vote
for Dick Gregory if he could vote.
He explained that he is now an
official citizen of the Virgin Islands. But he added, "I believe we
have to build a fourth party to
the left of the Democratic party."
HHH-Lesser of Evils
"Rubert Humphrey understands the problems of the poor
and the black better than Nixon
or Wallace," Spock said. "If you
want to vote for the lesser evil,
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you will always have an evil to
vote for.''
At his Sunport press conference, Spock gracefully turned
down an offer by UNM student
Alan Cooper to "crash at my pad
and stay a couple of days."
After his speech last night he
said, "This is exciting work I'm
doing." Referring to his speaking
tours, he added, "LBJ got me into
this when he indicted me."

Hours Proposal
Altered Passed
1

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
The Associated Women Students' {AWS) Executive Council
passed a proposal last night
which would abolish all hours for
sophomore, junior, and senior
women.
A WS President Louise Bazan
said the proposal now goes to the
AWS Council. If the proposal is
passed intact, it will then go to
the Dean of Women.
Freshmen hours would be mid·
night - Sunday through Thurs•
day. Freshmen women would have
to be in by 2 a.m. on Fdday and
Saturday.
Wednesday afternoon, the A WS
Council passed a propolla} that
would have abolished all hours
for second semester :freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
This proposal, Miss Bazan .said,
was amended to include hours for
second semester :freshmen. If
freshmen women are· 21 or over,
they will have no hours.
If the AWS Council amends the
Executive Council proposal, the
amended propo~l must go back
to the A WS Executive Council,
Miss Bazan said.

called off after the election.''
Richard M. Nixon said Thursday night he hoped the bombing
halt in Viet Nam will "bring
more progress" toward peace and
pledged his support to President
Johnson in his efforts to end the
war.
New FQreign Policy
But he said the nation needed a
new foreign policy "to see that
America is not involved in another Viet Nam."
George Wallace, third party
candidate, refuaed to comment on
Johnson's announcement.
The turning point that lead to
Johnson's announcement, according to U.S. officials, was acceptance by the government of South
VietNam Thursday afternoon of
the U.S. proposals.
The President said there were
"many difficult and critically important issues" still facing negotiators in Paris, But "we know

that negotiations can move swiftly if the common intent of the negotiators is peace in the world,"
he said.
Johnson llaid the "overriding
consideration that governs us at
this hour is the chance and the
opportunity that we might have
to save human lives, save human
lives on both sides of the conflict.
Therefore, I have concluded that
we should see if they {Banoi) are
acting in good faith.
"We could be mislead-and we
are prepared for such a contingency. We pray to God it does not
occur.. '-'
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WINNER OF ACADEMY
AWARDS INClUDING
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By GAY COOK
Staff Writer

Throughout his campaign, }~~iiXQQ,Jlas indicated the c1·eation of a National Computer Job Bank.
that the nation is facing
Computers ·
be located in areas of high uncrisis. Stressing the
both urban and rural, and would be
get, Nixon said,
with data on avaHable jobs and job

The feature on nair on page
four of yesterday's Lobo was
written by Bob Cummings and
was reprinted with permission
from The Georgia Straight, Vancouver, British Columbia.
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while the
l>J.,.. •.,.••'r."'''"' by~\iltting spending "one
pr1Gc~ltl.l11gec~·is education." He
control of the

Rallies
/,Ni,Kc1n's strategy for dealing with
called for ignoring him in
areas of the country. In areas
where Wallace was strong Ni,..:;i'l:urged audiences not to "waste" their
votes on a "third party fling." He
said two out of three Americans
were opposed to the present administration and the only way it could
continue in office would be for the
opposition to split its vote.
Nixon Ignores Wallace
Nixon was ready to launch a more
direct assault on Wallace if po1ls had
showed the former Alabama Governor gaining. But when the polls
indicated that Wallace had peaked
and was even losing ground, he
stuck with his original strategy.
The debate issue offered a chOK.te
of where to take the least damage.
Nixon's publicly stated ground for
refusal to debate was that congress
had not passed the necessary legis~
lation.
Privately, Nixon aides said they
were following the old political adage, "never build up your opponent
when you're ahead.'' They conceded
that refusal to debate hurt them, but
not as much, they felt, as it might
have hurt had Nixon taken on Humphrey before a national audience.
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JUMP FOR GOOD OLD
EROTIC JOY
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by Luis Bu11ncl ~nd Sah>•dor Drui
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by Ed English
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Nixon's Policy Focuses on tlaw, Order'
Wants to End War, Cut Budget
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Nixon's w.,i'il
Stamped boldly
blueprint was the
To be sure, Nixon
Democrat Hubert H. Hurnt:fhr•9~!ttltl-~*oulil11& ·bacldnJ;r,.,J:IutJopllr.e;y:.~b!l;.
deplore the record o£ the Jolms'l>:n1:-'-IJR:e;
Humphrey "Administration. But
single most impOl·tant theme was
positive assertion that o:f the t-h,•olli
major candidates-Nixon,
rey and George C. Wallace---only
Nixon could restore domestic peace
big
to this troubled land and reunite his nee,
people.
demonstrations that plagued Hum-

Nixon throughout the
~Jnp.aJg;n were Wallace's third party
candidacy and Humphrey's challenge
to debate before a national television
audience.
''
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WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

ROBERT BURTON
E:ditor-in-Chief

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4204

Tho New Mexico lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, a71 06. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year•.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or qf the Uni·
versity of New Mexico,
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-such as it is
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1,1

When The Lobo refused to endorse any attempted to contrast his lack of organizaof the candidates for president last month, tion as a virtue in the face of Nixon's cool
we based that refusal on a desire not to efficiency. And on the issues, the Vicecontribute to that modern political pheno- President's campaign seemed designed to
menon--overvote--that arises from large give the impression that he couldn't quite
numbers of dissatisfied voters casting bal- make up his ·mind-and when he did, as
with his fatuous comments on troop reduclots against one or another candidate,
tions, he drew fire from what supporters
Some have chosen to interpret this stand he already had, while failing to convince
as tantamount to saying "don't vote," but the doubters.
we have not suggested that alternative.
The Lobo, and many of our readers,
, ....; We have suggested that every concerned
voter get himself to the polls tomorrow in wanted to hear-but didn't-one of the
order to vote for what candidates he can candidates address himself in a rational
and constructive manner to the intricately
stomach.
related issues of VietNam, race and riotIn the interests of helping our. readers ing, the cities, and "crime in the streets."
find one or more reasons to vote for a canInstead we have been lectured on law
didate, we have devoted some space to the
minority parties and the last three issues and order, care of the aged, natural reof The Lobo to the three main contenders sources, and the need to remain silent on
VietNam.
for president.
The thing about Wallace is that he represents an about face on all America's recent advances. He would repeal, he says,
the 1965 Voting Rights Act and the 1968

open-housing law. He is against the 1964
"""' school desegregation law. We iind his position difficult to support.
The thing about Nixon is that he's the
one who has put together the most organized, efficient, and thorough campaign
since the Kennedys. Beyond that it is difficult to judge to what purposes Nixon would
direct his new-found talents for organization and efficiency. Despite some 227 issues more-or-less faced in a recent 194
page document, Nixon the candidate remains essentially a media-man, a visual image of little or no apparent substance.
Nixon may be the one, how good a one is
he?

'.\

j

I'

And each candidate seems to have discovered more than two sides of his mouth
from which to talk.
In endorsing Humphrey for the presidency The New York Times and The Denver Post both inadvertantly expressed the
essence of what choice there is before us
this year. The Times based its stand on
the "conviction and outlook" of Humphrey
and Muskie, and The Post argued that they
provide "the best chance" for good leadership.

What we are left with, then, is not much
to judge a potential president. Voters tomorrow will not be able to do much more
than vote the images offered by the candidates. There's not much to be for-we've
already presented our arguments about
voting against-and many, we suppose,
will vote tomorrow in the hope that their
The thing about Humphrey is his relative candidate doesn't really mean what he says,
lack of self-control, a lack that has led except out of maybe one side of his mouth.
him into trouble with campaign schedules,
We hope our readers have found somedissident Democrats-who have been put
off by the exuberance of his public sup- thing to vote for as a result of our election
port for the war in VietNam-and organ- coverage of the candidates. And we hope
ization Democrats, including the President. someday to see better times and better
Iu the last weeks of the campaign he has candidates.
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Do not bend, fold or debate this candidate

ENDORSES FABIAN
To The Editor:
Who is he'! He is Fabian Chavez. What is he for? He is for all
the people of New Mexico. This is
a man of courage, dignity and respectability. These are qualities
that are so necessary to a man if
he is to become governor of our
state.
Fabian Chavez is also a man
who has consistently over the
years, fought for our human and
civil rights. While serving in the
state legislature, he personally
sponsored and assisted in legislat i on to integrate the public
schools. He also worked for the
public accomodations act and the
fair housing proposal.
Incidentally it was be who back
in 1951 paved the way for the Indians' right to vote. Also in 1951,
he became ont of the first senators to introduce a minimum wage
law. He was defeated that time
but he came back with it in 1957
and this time was successful.
His record shows a constant
fight for the little people, not just
for the priveleged few. He has
shown that he is not controlled by
lobbies or special interest groups.
In fact he stood alone many times
in opposition to them. He opposed
them successfully in establishing
the new magistrate JlYStem, and
by being instrumental in getting
the unjust and unfair, fair trade
liquor law repealed.
This then is a man who has
demonstrated his abilities to get
things done. A man we sorely
need in this time of confusion and
strife, a man we can look up to
with admiration and respect. I
could go on and on citing many
pieces of legislation he has personally introduced to _help us, the
people of New Mexico, big or
small.
•.
Certainly he has <made mistakes and he admits this. But the
good he has done far outweighs
any errors on his pa:rt, I truly believe that this man will be one of
the finest governors this state has
ever had, providing we get out
and help him get elected.
Charles W. Wilder
IT COULD BE ANYBODY
To The Editor:
"Three Students Suspended A£~
ter NROTC Watch-In" •.• "Emergency Meeting Called to Investigate Suspensions" , •• "Repeal of
Student Suspensions Requested by
Faculty Meeting"-that's what
The Lobo and UNM have been
all about this entire week.
"Due process" is the big, nay
the only, issue according to the
demonstrators. It's not a matter
of the presence of ROTC at UNM
or of the war in Viet Nam they
cry, but of the legality of the Ad~
ministration to sentence students
without the benefit of a trial. 41 lt's
all of us now'' they shriek ••. 11it
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to Whit~ier,. where his fa~her ran
a combmabon gas station and
grocery store. Nixon w?rked in
the store after. school until he was
gra~u_ated With honors from
Wh1tber Colle~e. He went east
on .a sc~olarsh1p to attend Duke
Umvers1ty Law School.
Nixon Lawyer, Officer
After graduation from Duke in
1937, Nixon practiced law i:n
Whittier for five years, and then
joined the Navy as an aviation
ground officer. He served in the
Pacific theater until the end of
World War II, reaching the r.ank
of Lieutenant Commander.
His political career began in
1946 when he accepted the RepubIican nomination in his home congressional district in California to

I
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Vote For An Educator

VOTE MALRY
ngeJes

Letters

~

By United Press International
Richard Milhous Nixon waged
his first presidential campaign at
the age of 16. He ran for president
of his high school student body at
Whittier, Calif., and lost because
he underestimated his opponent.
Determined not to repeat that
mistake, he campaigned this year
right down to the wire, taking
nothing for granted even when
polls showed him far ahead.
Learning from mistakes and
coming back to try again after
defeat are two of the traits of
character im:planted in Nixon by
the Quaker home in which he
grew up.
He was born Jan. 9, 1913, on a
lemon farm in Yorba Linda, Calif.
When he was 9, his family moved

.I

( The Choice Is Yours-

l

For State Representative District 9

I

Letters are welcome. and
should be no lonsrer thAn 250
words typewritten, double
spaced. :Name. telephone number and addr..., m1111t 1M> In·
eluded, althollll'h name will be
withheld upon request.

could be anybody today or tomorrow or sometime later." So they've
got to let the Administration
know that they won't tolerate
such action against fellow students. Really??? If that were
true, what would happen in this
hypothetical situation:
The setting is in the Union Ballroom Tuesday night; the room has
been reserved by Steve van Dresser in the name of the student
government for a general meeting to discuss the suspensions
(sort of like NROTC reserving
Zimmerman Field Tuesday afternoons in the name of· Naval Science Drill, which is a recognized
course accepted by the University
in lieu of other physical education courses).
Picture then the entrance of
15-20 students who start chanting,
running around, playing radios,
and genm:ally interfering with the
"academic process" going on in
the reserved room (not unlike 100200 demonstrators who invaded
the reserved field Tuesday afternoon Oct. .22 and chanted, ran
around, played radios, and generally interfered with the academic process3. Enter the UNM police to investigate the disturbance
in the Ballroom. They request
that the demonstrators leave the
:room and .stop interfering with
the academic process, but the instigators retort that "it's all academic" and thus refuse to leavea striking similarity to events on
Zimmerman Field. So the palice
forcibly remove the agitators who
are summarily suspended.
Would the SDS, Radical Rush,
and other "sympathetic" students
(who are so concerned about
"peaceful" demonstrations being
supressed by excessive punishment) really rally behind these
suspended students and their
cause 1 7 1 Sure • . • if "due pr<l•
cess'' were the only issue •••
Charles Hart
Dave Sevier
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Quaker Traits Make Nixon Try Comeback.
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He Believes that STUDENTS SHOULD GOVERN THEIR OWN AFFAIRS and that TUITION SHOULD NOT BE RAISED. As a graduate
of UNM (Ph.D. Education), he is aware of the problems confronting the university system and education as a whole in the State of
New Mexico.
Call243-5974 tf you need a ride to the polls.
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oppose incumb_ent De.mocratic Rep.
Jerry Voorhis. Nixon accused
Voo~his, of being "soft on . Commumsm -a deadly charge m the
-p~litical climate then existing.
N1xon won by 15,592 votes.
Nixon Wins Senate Seat
In 1950, Nixon ran for the u.S.
Senate and defeated Democratic
Rep. Helen Gahagan Douglas after
a campaign marked by charges of
foul from both sides.
His six-year senate term was
cut short afte,r only two years by
his selection to be Dwight D.
Eisenhower's vice presidential
running mate in 1952. Nixon spent
eight years within a heartbeat of
the presidency Rnd for two periods
while Eisenhower was seriously
ill, functioned as acting chief
executive.
In 1-960, Nixon won the GOP
presidenfal nomination on the
first ballot. There was little opposition. His Democratic opponent was Sen. John F. Kennedy
of Massachussetts.
Nixon Travels 60,000 Miles
Nixon campaigned hard, traveling 60,000 miles to visit all 50
states. He also engaged in four
televised debates with Kennedy.
In the first debate, particularly,
Nixon failed to make as good an
impression on the public as his
handsome young opponent. That
may have cost him the election.
Kennedy won by a margin of
112,803 popular votes-the closest
presidential race of the century.
Nixon's first try for a political
comeback ended disastrously. He
ran for governor of his native
California in 1962 and was beaten
badly by incumbent Democrat
Edmund C. Brown. Bitter in defeat, Nixon held a "farewell press
conference" at which he blamed
the press for his losses in 1960 and
1962.
A few months latnr, he m<)ved to
New York and became a senior
-partner in a big law firm, the
first job of his career to give him a
six-figure inrome.
Nomination Clinched
By the start of 1968, Nixon was
odds-on favorite to win the Republican nominatim for a second
try at the White House. He was
nominated on the first hallot at

the GOP convention in Miami
Beach Aug. 7.
Nixon was confident from the
start that this time he would win
the prize which narrowly eluded
him eight years before. Even at

the peak of the race, he--talked less
like a candidate than a presidentelect, and seemed less concerned
about campaign strategy than
plans for reuniting a divided
country after the election.

..

"Your friend for life" AI Cirtdelaria
He's an easy person to talk with.
And what he can tell you about policies
specially designed for seniors and graduate students is worth listening to. It
can make a lot of difference in your
future. Talk with him when he calls.
There's never any obligation.
Bouthwestern Ute
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NO MONTHLY
CHARGE--JUST
lOc A CHECK
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FREE COFFEEI
Tues. & Wed. Nov. S • 6
7:00 A.t,t to 10:00 A.f,t
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STANELY LANE
7569 CLARK ST H E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW
' •AlfXICO
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We Also Have Sweet Rolls and Donuts

At

CHILl & BEANS 30¢

HAMBURGERS 19¢

PETITION REGENTS
To The Editor:
I feel that a mistake has been
made in the strategy of those who
wish the removal of the Naval Reserve Officer Training (NROTC)
from this campus.
The United States Navy and
Marine Corps are on the UNM
campus by the authority of the
university administration. Therefore, the Regents would be the
logical body to petition for the removal of NROTC, not the Navy.
Why? The reason is that the
NROTC unit on this campus is
one of the largest reckoning of
those in Washington who admin•
ister the program. It is also one
of the best regarding the quality
of leaders it trains.
In my opinion, the Navy would
probably not want to terminate
one of its best training units.
Steve Ellison

FRENCH FRIES 15¢

CHICKEN 79¢

FRESH FRIED ONION RINGS 25¢

.

=

~~ffi@W2Ju
With The Yellow Roof

2400 Central S.E.

...

Right Across From Campus

The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you.

A~
·'1.1

·.~·
•

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at the
New Mexico Union
Call247-1021
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--Student Affairs Tables Parking Question
The question of whether all
campus parking lots should be
made open wr~s tabled at the Student Affairs Committee meeting
Friday because of an apparent
lack of :;;tudent interest.
The Union theater had been
reserved so students could voice
their opinions on the parking
question, but only three persons
other than committee members
attended the meeting.
'Vice President for Student Affairs, Harold Lavender, commented that lack of interest was
probably due to the fact no publicity was given to the meeting.

The committee did adopt a
resolution on the question of who
has the authority to discipline
students, It was a result of the
recent suspension and subsequent
revocation of the suspensions by
the administration of three students who participated in a demonstration against the NROTC
on Nov. 22.
Commenting on the action taken
by the administration, Lavender
said, "There were alternative
routes and we chose one."
The resolution, introduced by
Senator Steve van Dresser, reads:
•'The disciplinary action against

HHH Leads

•

1n

students should be solely administered by the Student Stand~J.rds
Board and 'inferior' boards."
"Inferior" boards as the committee calli,Jd them, are the standards boards for the dorms and for
sororities and fraternities. Any
question of discipline in the dorms
or in connection with Greek Ol:'ganizations does not go before
the Student Standards Committee.
Another. question was raised by
Senator Edward Benavidez in connection with the "inferior" boards.
"If a person goes before an "inferior" board, it is not entered
on his permanent record. How-

Recent Po II

presidential election, This was a
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)-Hu- ing:
-Humphrey gained 0.8 per rise of about 3 million since the
bert H. Humphrey, who trailed
bombing halt.
Richard M. Nixon throughout cent.
-Nixon lost 2.6 per cent.
Pollster Louis Harris reported
the presidential campaign, has
-Third party candidate George Friday that Hubert H. Humphtaken a fractional lead in a narey had risen to within three pertionwide poll of voters following C. Wallace gained 2.3 per cent.
Albert E. Sindlinger, president centage points of Richard M.
the bombing halt in Viet Nam.
The Sindlinger Daily Survey of the polling firm in Suburban Nixon-now 40 to 37 per cent-reported Sunday that a poll con- Norwood, said the latest results in a nationwide survey a little
ducted Friday and Saturday gave of the continuing Sindlinger Daily more than a week before the
Democrat Humphrey a lead of Survey showed that three days election.
before the election the HumphreyThe Harris poll of 1,675 likely
0.6 per cent over Republican
Nixon
race
was
too
close
to
forevoters
was conducted Oct. 27-28,
Nixon among registered voters
cast
with
any
certainty.
before
President .Johnson anwho plan to cast presidential balThe new poll indicated that nounced a bombing halt and exlots Tuesday.
, ('pmparing the results of this almost 74.6 million Americans, a panded peace talks with North
po"il with the Sindlinger survey record number, would vote in the 'Viet Nam.
last Tuesday, Wednesday and IIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIJIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\IITIIIIII!illlllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Thursday before President JohnAnnouncements- bY
the UNM communson announced the halt in bomb-

Free U Meets

~
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For Workshop

!
I

I

A Free University Workshop
met yesterday, Nov. 3, and discussed problems associated with
setting up a successful "free"
learning community.
The Workshop met to discuss
details pertaining to structure,
l'elations with the existing system, and the goals of a free university, Ken Balizer, workshop
t>'Fganizer said.
Some of the courses which will
be offered as soon as arrangements "can be made are Psychokenetic City, Tarot and ESP, and
Esoteric Math, all taught by Tyrone Campbell, and Guerilla Warfare in Latin America, by Nelson
'Valdez.
Other courses to be offered are
Racism in Self-Group Confrontatioll, by Bolly DeVore; Communal
Living Experiences, Valerie Meader; Monogamy, Jim McConnell;
Survival Techniques and Training, Gene Neese and Bill Breiland.
Interested persons can contact
Balizer at 898-1798. Help and
ideas are being sought for the
Free University.

Calling U

Monday, Nov. 4
Lecture in French; Claude Simon: Education Rm. 1D1; S p.m.
Lecture in SPanish: Dr. Martin Noel;
Union Theater: 8 p.m.
Concentus Music1111 ot Vienna; Fine Arts
Center Recital Hall: 8:15 p.m.
Frldny, Nov. 6
Jazz -concert and clinic, uBlue Morning
Rain Jazz Quartet," Recital Hall, 11:30
a.m.
Thursday, Nov. '1
Albunuerque S)mlphony Orchestra under
direction o! Jose lturbi; Popejoy Hall;
Sunday, Nov. 10

Ity will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.

Mountain Club; Chimney hike; call Keith
Wrolstad tot info. at 247·1711, ext. 2351.
Motmtain Club; Tbrre Gun Canyon-Embudito bike: call Milo Conrad for info. nt
298-2989; meet at Western Skies: 9 a.m.
Monday, Nov. 11
Lecture on J can-Paul Sarte: Gerlna.ine
Bree; Phi Beta Kappa visiting ••holar
program; Education Rm. 101; 8 p.m.
Friday, Nov, 29
Joffrey Ballet: The Grt!Cn Table: Popejoy Hall; 8:15p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 30
Jo!Irey Ballet: The Green Table: Popejoy Hall; 8:15 p.m.

COLUMBIA~
DIAMOND RINGS
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NEVE~R Ten LAie
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF''S NOTE:Sl
OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

Fine

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
· Photo Frames
New Mexico's largest

LANGELL'S
25'10 Central S.E.

Acro~s

From

Joh~son

Gym

111M the. ~
"'l-_5w~

know that

Sltn~
rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
FIRST & GOLD
DIAL 247-4347
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I YOU CAN
I CHANGE TOA
l VOLUNTEER
I ARMY.
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Triton
Engagement Ring #1917 •.• $175.00
Wedding Ring #1918 ••.• , .$ 27.50

1212
yule never

believe itl

Take just one of the above precious hours until
Christmas Eve and spend it in our store selecting her
Columbia Diamond Ring

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.c.
}:
(Across Menaul From Coronado}

THIS TIME,

VOTE LIKE YOUR

WHOLE WORLD
DEPENDED ON It

JEWELERS
liNCOLN. NEBRASKA 68501

Donaldson, speaking for ASUNM
J:>resident .Jim Dines, concerning
the licensing and control of persons selling or distributing materiai on campus.
It was not definitely known who
was supposed to give groups permission to sell or distribute material on campus or whether there
were any written rules concerning
the matter. The question was
tabled until further information
could be provided about this question.

The draft is unfair to young
men and a bad way to build our
armed forces. Elect Richard Nixon
President. Here's what he would
do:
After Viet Nom, eliminate
Selective Service completely.
Change to an all-volunteer armed
force, With better pay .so that
it becomes an attractive career. Professional, highly trained
armed forces are needed for
modern defense, and this "elec·
tive service" would remove much
uncertainty from the lives of
young Americans,

Venetian
Engagement Ring #1919 •.• $225.00
Wedding Ring #1920 ••.•• ,$ 32.50

Dubonnet
Engagement Ring #1921. •• $300.00
Wedding Ring #1922 ..•... $ 25.00

ever, students not connected with
any of the groups covered by "inferior" boards must go directly
before Student Standards and it
becomes a part of their permanent
record l'egardless of whether they
are disciplined," he said.
Benavidez said, "There should
be a route where people not living in residence halls or living in
the sol·orities and fraternities
can go."
'Van Dresser and other committee members did not feel it is
necessary to establish another
board, at least at this time. "My
intent is to recommend prohibition of certain actions, not establish a chain of command," said
van Dresser.
The committee also considered a
.resolution submitted by Howard

~6$-4480

Paid for by Youth for Nixon Bill Rul$o State Dltect~r
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•comes Across Honest'

Agnew No Longer Unknown
By SHANNON ROBINSON
Staff Writer
Spiro Agnew was not exactly a
''household word," admitted the
Maryland governor, when Richard
Nixon chose him to fill the second
spot on the Republican ticket. He
has recently become the most controversial of all the major candidates.
Agnew's nomination was hailed
as the perfect choice by Strom
Thurmond, Hubert Humphrey,
and Art Buchwald. Agnew in campaigning throughout the U.S. has
repeatedly lived up to their wildest imaginations. He is the only
colorful figure in an otherwise
dismal presidential election.
Eight times in U.S. history a
vice president has succeeded to the
Presidency because of the untimely
death of the Chief Executive.
Nixon says that this consideration
was foremost in his mind, however, some contend that his motive was to lure the support of
Strom Thurmond's Dixiecrats by
choosing a moderate.
Nine years ago, Spiro Agnew
was president of the Parents and
Teachers Association (UTA) in
Baltimore's Loch Raven 'Village.
In l960, .A,gnew made his first
campaign .for elective office and
finished dead last in a five man
race for judge of Baltimore
County's circuit court.
Our Kind of Man
In 1966 he ran a successful
campaign for the governorship of
Maryland, using a vocal endorsement on TV where a good looking
blonde sang "Ted Agnew is our
kind of man." He began a progressive administration by signing the first open housing bill in
a southern state. However, events

on inflation and soft on law and
order over the yeal·s" - even
"squishy soft."
Just a Counterprmcher
After the turbulent response
that he was using mud-slinging
tactics, Agnew comtnented, "I am
more blunt than Mr. Nixon. I
can't change. I'm that way." ...
"I guess by nature I'm a counterpuncher," he said, "You can't hit
my team in the groin and expect
me to stand there and smile about
it."

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

••

: TJ,. FRANK CHEWIWlE
Ournt<t
MODERN -"ND l.ATJN MUDJe
FOR DPEC~AL.. OCCAGIOND

While the Bookstore Manager is on a little
vacation, we're going to have our Annual
Associated Students Bookstore Sale.
Excellent Selections of Books, Records,
Sweatshirts, Pens, Posters, Prints, Nylons
(Nylons?), Nylons etc.

Fidelity Onion Life

Tt:Lf:Pl-i.Dt->1-C 2(>0... 2-97
AL.DUQUEnQU~. "',M,

SALE STARTS THURS. NOV. 7

?•

Popular Group
Will Sing Here
Simon and Garfunkel, l'ecog~
nizcd as one of the top folk groups
in the U.S. since their hit release
"Sounds of Silence" in early 1966,
will perform in the UNM Arena
Nov. 24.
The pair played for UNM's
Fiesta in 1967. Tickets for their
return appearance will be $4,
$4.50, and $5, with one dollar off
for students.
The Popular Entertainment
Committee is offering to any chartered UNM organization the right
to purchase a block section of
seats for this concert. There are
several guidelines in purchasing
block sections:
11 Written request for block
sections must be turned in no
later than Thul·sday, Nov. 7.
2) Money covering cost of tickets must be turned in prior to
their receipt. Deadline for turn·
ing in the money will also be
Thursday, Nov. 7. If the money is
not turned in by this date the
block section will he forfeited and
sold to the general public.
3) Block sections will be limited
to the seats corersponding to the
medium. and lowest price ranges.
4) Order of picking out the
block sections will be taken by the
order of the receipt of the requests.
5) Requests are to be turned in
to the Populm· Entertainment
Committee, c/o Union Business
Office.

Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his
field.
Because Western Electric's an acknowledged industrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearlycompleted Corporate Education Center near Princeton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of
over 100. More than 310 engineering courses will be

offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there
in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind.
Ask around. You'll find that when it comes to anticipating change, Western Electric is way out in front.
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there
too. See our recruiter or write Coltege Relations,
222 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone.

@ Westf!rn Electric

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BEll SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Devils Bomb Determined Lobos

Aggie Freshman Bop 'Pups
The UNM Wolfpups saw their
valiant upset efforts fall short as
New Mexico State frosh scored
19 points in the final period to
take a 32-20 football victory
Saturday afternoon in Las Cruces.
The Aggie frosh, who had wiped
out their two previous opponents,
had to use the violent running of
Roy Patterson, who scored four
TDs during the afternoon, to
break open a 13-13 tie with two
rushing scores in the final stanza.
The Wolfpups dominated the
game throughout the first three
quarters, and had a 13-6 lead at
halftime. The first UNM score
came on a four yard scamper by
Rod Peterson midway through the
first period. The kick was no
good and the 'Pups had a 6-0
lead.
State roared back in the same .
stanza to tie the ledger on Patterson's first TD of the game, an
18 yard scamper. The mini-Lobos
moved out in front before the
half as Peterson found Tom McBee open for a 40 yard play to

paydirt, and Glen Three Star's
conversion made the count 13-6.
Coach Damon Bame's crew, now
1-2 for the campaign, had to
watch as the Ags knotted the tally
at 13-13 on · a 63 yard dash by
Peterson, followed by Parker's
PAT, in the third period.
The 'Pups, who had pounced
on five Aggie fumbles in the first
half, were hit hard by penalties
throur-hout the afternoon, and
had to watch the pin-striped officials walk off more than 100
yards in their direction.
Houston Ross, Wolfpup leading rusher, momentarily put the
Loroettes on top early in the final
stanza with a one yard run, and
it was 20-13, just before the roof
fell in.
Patterson then started his
heroics, with TD jaunts of 6 and
25 yards, and the Ags had a 25-20
lead.
Quarterback Don Beasley put
the game on ice for the Farmers
with a shifty eight yard TD run
late in the game.

Lobo l-lockey Tearn Wins
First Tilt by 6-2 Count
The UNM Hockey team opened
its season Saturday night with a
6-2 win over the Kirtland-Sandia
Rockets at Iceland Arena. The
tilt was the season opene1· for
the New Mexico Hockey League.
It was a very fast game even
though the players appea1·ed to
tire as the game progressed, until
the Lobos exploded with three
goals in the third period. Center
Buck Schreyer of the Lobos got
two goals in the first, one in the
second, two of which were unassisted and an assist in the
third period. Center Larsen got
two goals and an assist in the first
period and another in the third.
Wing Abbott got the sixth goal
a~d an assist in the third period

for the Lobos. Reardon made the
assist to Larsen's last goal in
that period. Bains and Rembacz
made the two goals and N ewfel
and Kominiski made the assist
for the Rockets all in the second
period.
There were 150 paid attendants. All enjoyed the exciting
game and watched Rocket goalie
Keady make 31 saves and Lobo
goalie Gardner make 24.
The Rockets and the Albuquerque Falcons will battle it out and
at 8 p.m. Tuesday Nov. 5 at Iceland Arena. The Lobos and the
Albuquerque Falcons will play on
Sat. Nov. 12 at 8 p.m. Come out
and join in the fun you will thrill
to the action.

ENGINEERS

MIRAGE

The Wolfpups won the total
offense statistic race, 283 yards
to 260 for the Ags, even though
NMSU had 14 first downs to
UNM's 11.
Coach Bame felt his charges
played "very well in the first
three quarters/' but that his
group fell to the experince of the
Aggie frosh, many of whom see
action for the NMSU varsity.
The 'Pups will wind up their
four game schedule against the
highly touted Arizona Wildkittens in a game to be played in
Tucson.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Rejoice!

Open Daily 10-7
Sunday 12-7

Sand.~Sun
3 13
.fo

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA ,
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A PROCRASTINATORS REPRIEVE
has been granted to all those people who
"didn't get around to" having their pictures taken.
Wed. Nov. 6 in the SUB is it.
(This offer will not be repeated.)

do ur
con
lenses Ie
a clean life?

'

Douglas United Nuclear offers you an opportunity
to work in the growing, challenging nuclear industry.
If you're a
Nuclear Engineer
Mechani~l

Eng!neer

Chemical Engineer
Metallurgical Engineer
who would like a chance to show his technical
competence and then move up to a management
job, visit your college placement office and schedule
an interview with our representative. He will be on
campus November 6.

UNITED NUCLEAR, INC.
P. 0. Box 490. Richland, Washington 99352
AN EQUAL O,•OUUNITY f.WLOYEa
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree
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PICTURES

Contact lenses can be
heaven ... or hell. They
may be a wonder of
modern science but just
the slightest bit of dirt
under the lens can make
them unbearable. In
order to keep your contact lenses as comfortable and convenient as
they were designed to be,
you have to take care of
them.
Until now you needed
two or more separate
solutions to properly prepare and maintain your
contacts. You would
think that caring for contacts should be as convenient as wearing them.
It can be with Lensine.
Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete
contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats and
lubricates it allowing the
lens to float more freely
in the eye's fluids. That's

because Lensine is an
"isc>tonic" solution,
which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
build up of foreign deposits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods assures you
of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking
case on the bottom of
every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated
that improper storage between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of
eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot
grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing,
and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get some
Lensine, from the Murine
Company, Inc.
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By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
TEMPE-Arizona State overcame a three touchdown deficit
with a 56-point second half outburst to wallop New Mexico 63-28
here Saturday night.
But in Loboland the big story
came in a wild second quarter
which saw UNM score four quick
touchdowns following ASU mistakes which gave the Lobos a
28-7 halftime lead.
UNM started the game as its
usual self when ASU got its first
touchdown following fumble of a
punt by a receiver Ivory Moore.
That gave ASU a 7-0 lead and
most fans sensed another runaway.
But listen to thjs.
UNM Scores Again
UNM got the ball at its 48
as the second period started and
quarterback Rick Beitler began
a drive at that point. It took the
Lobes 10 plays to move to the
ASU one where David Bookert
scored the first of his three TDs
on an off tackle.
John · Lennon's kick tied the
score at 7-7. But wait there's more
to come.
UNM kicked Gff to ASU's Lenny Randle at the 12. He returned
it to the 20 where track start Ed
Mosely hit him so hard that
Randle left the ball and very
nearly his jock on the field.
UNM'S Danny Silver pounced on
the bouncing ball at the 14. The
Lobos tried a pass play which was
helped by interference call. Referees put the ball at the one,
where gallopin' Dave scored on a
burst off left tackle.
Fluke Lead
At this point UNM grabbed
a 14-7 lead which left little impression on Arizona sportswriters
in the pressbox. Most of them felt

that ASU superback Art Malone
would be the answer-if he could
get his hands on the ball. He had
the ball for two carries but fumbled it away to UNM's Jerry
Buckner at the ASU 34. The
Lobos began their drive here and
climaxed it six plays later when
Bookert picked up his third TD
on a six-yard dash around right
end.
But the Lobos weren't through.
They kicked off the ASU where
the Devil's tried to start an offense from their 22. Three .plays
later UNM got the ball on an
interception and carried the ball
to the Sun Devil 36.
Booltert In)ured
Here the Lobos began another
drive with Bookert leading the
way. They moved to the half-yard
line in 10 plays and had a first
and one when the turning point
of the game occurred. Bookert
tried to punch it across on a dive
over the middle but in the midst
of the pile up suffered a badly
sprained ankle which took him out
of action. Quarterback Rick Beitler added the final TD on the next
play with a quarterback sneak.
That left UNM with a 28-7 lead
which held for the remainder of
the half. But despite the lead,
UNM lost its entire offensive
punch when Boakert left the game
with his injury.
ASU Explodes
The second half was all ASU
as the Sun Devils unleashed their
explosive offensive machine with
fullback Art Malone leading the
way. Malone's efforts brought him
239 yards rushing in 29 carries
which gave him the WAC rushing record that Bookert broke last
week in Laramie. He also added
three touchdowns.
When the clock began for the
second half, ASU started off like
a ball of fire. Randle made up for
his earlier fumble when he took
the kickoff at his 16 and darted

l:x-UNM Staff Member
Gains CSC Appointment
Dr. C. Douglas Earl, former
administrative
assistant
and
chairman of the Department of
Education at UNM, has been appointed to the faculty of the
School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation at Colorado
State College in Greeley.
Earl has two degrees from
Chapman College in Orange,
Calif. and his doctorate from
UNM.
Following a year as coach and
teacher at Anaheim, Calif. High
school, he sang in a barbershop

quartet at Disneyland for two
years.
Dr. Earl was in Colombia,
South America with the Peace
Corps for two years before moving to Albuquerque.
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Arizona State picked up 528
his way up field 84 yards for the times bringing the ball to the five.
yards
in total offense with 374
QB
Ed
Roseborough
faded
back
TD.
The Lobos had the ball for only to pass on the next play but found coming in the wild second half.
one play after the kick off when no receivers. He darted loose UNM picked up 202 in all with
they lost it at their 18 on a fum· around left end to go in for the 72 coming in their lack-lustre second ahalf.
ble. The 'Devils took the ball and score.
scored again when end Fair Hooker latched on to an Ed Roseborough pass from the five.
Devils Rally
3100 Central Ave. at Richmond
With only 2:12 gone in the
period, ASU was back in the ball
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)
game, trailing by only 28-21. It
took the 'Devils only {}3 seconds
Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
after this to get the tying score.
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Defensive end Chuck Osbourne
blocked a Lobo punt at the 20.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Halfback Larry Walton carried 16
Open most Holidays
yards to the four. He added the
Dial 255-5581
free Delivery
ASU go-ahead touchdown on the
next play with a dive off right
One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments
tackle. Kicker Paul Ray Powell's
kick was good tying the game at
28-28 and leaving the Lobos with
nothing but memories of an exciting second quarter.
Get Go-ahead Score
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
AL 6·99!1.:t
4513 CENTRAL AVE. N. E.
ASU got the go-ahead score
with 6:16 to go in the third period
when it began a drive at the UNM
U.N.M. students
15.. Malone carried four straight

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

1. Ravioli

A Little Money
Out of "Good ol' Dad"
And Come To The
Annual Associated Students
Bookstore Sale

Starts Thurs. Nov. 7
(Buy him the Kama Sutra or something)

Coupon

$1.50 $1.00

. 2. SpagheHi & Meat Balls $1.50 $1.00
$1.75 $1.25
Open Tues. • Thurs. 5:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 5:00 ·3:00a.m.
Sun. 5:00 - 12:00 p.m. Closed Mondays

-····-------------·-··---This Coupon Worth
50¢
On Above Special Items
NEXT TO RAMADA INN

•• ····-··-···Coupon._ _ _
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KUNM Lists News Program Changes
By GEORGE CAMPBELL
Staff Writer
Ron Bell, KUNM news director,
has announced that Monday will
be the first day of programming
changes within the news department, with the half-hour news
moving from 6 :30 to 5 p.m.
The new schedule of news programs is designed to reach a larger listening audience, and to enable the news staff to produce
programs of consistent quality.
Bell said that the new time
would allow more students to
listen to the expanded local, national, and campus news, as the
largest lag between classes is
from 4:30 to 6:30.
Leads Programs
The 5 p.m. news will also lead
most network news programs, enabling students to be better in..
formed on news affairs than if
they had to rely on network news
programs which could conflict
with classes.
Featured after the news and
sports programs is a commentary
at 5:25. Besides political comment the station plays news broadcasts from foreign radio services,
including radio Moscow and radio
Sweden, which give the listener
an added insight into international
affairs by giving a sometimes opposing viewpoint.
Defending Program
One radio Moscow broadcast
defended Russia's invasion of

Q~ami,

@k!iMima4 a'and4

Come in and select your Christmas
Cords from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 lomas NE

255-4989

Czechoslovakia, "and sounded
somewhat like the United States
defense of our Viet Nam policy,"
said Bell.
Another scheduling change concerns the "In The Public Interest"
program, formerly heard nightly
at 7. The program will now be
heard on Thursday nights at 9.
Lessening the frequency of the
broadcast will allow the news staff
to produce a consistently good
news program, "and the listening
audience will likewise be assured
of hearing a quality program,"
said Bell. Bell also said that he
felt a program of this sort would
build the listening audience for
the station.
Suspension Discussion
As an example, Bell cited last
Thursday's program, which was a

U Art Museum
Holds Exhibition
The fifth annual purchase exhibition will open at the UNM
Art Museum Monday, Nov. 11,
and last through the end of the
month.
A collection of 80 works from
galleries on the east and west
coasts and in New Mexico is being assembled on the main floor of
the museum.
All of the works-prints, drawings, paintings and sculpturewill be for sale with prices ranging from $25 to several thousand
dollars.
The purprose of the exhibit is
to encourage collecting in the
community.
Artists featured will include
Renois, Sloan, Rembrandt, Picasso, and some New Mexico artists.
The exhibit will open with a
preview for Friends of Art from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. followed by a
public opening from 8:30 to 10
p.m. The museum is open free of
charge Tuesday through Friday
from ll a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday from noon to 5 p.m.

discussion featuring the three students suspended for participation
in an an ti-N a val Reserve Officer
Training Corps (NROTC demonstration. Also in the discussion
were three students enrolled in the
NROTC prgoram. Bell said that
Iisten~r response on this program

programming changes would aid
the station in its goal of "reflecting the University to its students
and the University community to
itself by observing the student
body audience and communicating uniquely to the community."

was far . greater than received
from any other broadcast, and
that he hoped the change in programming would bring continued
response of this nat\lre.
Scott Randall, the station's
general manager, said the felt the
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Nixon, 1-1 H H C'A~paigns
Conclude With Debate

Want Ads
FOR RENT
APT. FOR RENT-$7fi plus utilitiffi, Good
condition. Living- rm, Kitchen, 1 bedrm
and bath, 242-9068, 243-6107, 298-0113
or see at 131 Harvard SE Apt. 3, mornings.
FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. B"'t offer over
$375. Needs minor body work. Ed Reddig Enco Station neross from Bntann
Ho<;;pital.

1966 SUZUKI TRAIL. $225. Phone 25611197 after 6 p,m~
500cc INDIAN Single 1958, 5~0cc AJS
Single 1956. Best offer-115 D Harvard
SE before 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Concord 700 Stereo 'Tape Recorder4 Beautiful wood cabinet & speakers. $150. Call 277-2877.
SERVICES
WILL DO TYPING at my home. Call 8980683,
HELP WANTED
LARGE FIRM cnn use 2 male u~dergrod

Men's Leather

Casuals
Sizes 7-12

$11.83

untes in advertising & snles department.
$2.56 per hr. average. Car required. 299 ..
4365, 2 to 4 p.m. only,

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recorder nnd
tapes, for class lectures. Cheap ($) but
sturdy. Call 268-2189 evenings or come
by LOBO office. J. Miloglnv.
RUSH AVIATION CENTER. Instrument·
Commercial~Privatc
Ground
Sc:hool
clnsscs. Call 256·3756 or 298-1978.
"HARRY, NOON AND NIGHT is a shock·
ing piny, even for me, and I'm not
cnsi)y shocked. But I've felt a growing
sense of commitment to its truth,
strength, originality nnd craftsmanship
nnd I look forward to understanding
what its a1 lnbout by opening night."Crawford MacCallum, Old Town Studio.
Box Office 242-4602. Performances November 1-3, 7-10 at 8:00.
PERSONALS
STUTTERING MORE &. enJoying it Jess 1
Contact the University Speech and
Hearing Center. 277-2948.
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN'S bas Immodest
clothes nt modest prices: ..

BELLASHESS
DEPARTMENT STORE

RENT A

Joselturbi

Tux FRoM

Jose Iturbi, famed pia·nist and
conductor, will conduct the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra this
Thursday at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Hall.

MISTER TUX

'iI
j

2109 San Mateo N.E.

I
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YDU'RE"IN"
AT

HI

IF YOU ARE
INTUITIVE
INTROSPECTIVE
INQUISITIVE
INNOVATIVE
INDEFATIGABLE
INDESTRUCTIBLE
INGENUOUS
INDIVIDUAL
INVENTIVE
INVINCIBLE
AND
INVOLVED

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - The
presidential candida tea from the
Democratic and Republican parties Monday night used four-hour
telethons on rival television networks to engage in a "remote
control" debate of the bombing
halt in Viet Nam.
Republican Richard M. Nixon,
appearing on NBC-TV in nearby
Burbank, told viewers he was
alarmed to read a news report
Monday quoting an Air Force
General as saying the Communists
in VietNam were moving tons of
material along the Ho Chi Minh
Trail "and our bombers are not
able to stop them."
Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey,
from an ABC-TV studio in Hollywood, promptly disputed Nixon's
claim, calling it an "irresponsible"
a n d to t a 11 y unsubstantiated
charge.
The two candidates could not
agree on a face-to-face debate
during the campaign, so the
cross-town telethons on the final
night became the closest to a
confrontation they came.
Humphrey Disputes Nixon
Humphrey told viewers that

Nixon had suggested tons of supplies were being moved down the
trail through Laos and that the
U.S. Air · Force could not stop
them because of the halt in bombing ordered earlier by President
Johnson,
The vice president also said he
understood that Nixon charged
that cities in South Viet Nam
were being shelled and "hundreds
of our men were being killed because of the President's decision
to halt the bombing in North Viet
Nam."
Humphrey said he thought Nixon knew the President's order did
not include the Ho Chi Minh Trail
through Laos and it is "subject to
intensive airpower ... all lines of
communication are "subject to intensive interdiction."
He said Johnson's bombing halt
was a "courageous and important
decision. We have to be willing to
take some risks for peace, Mr.
Nixon," Humphrey added.
Pilots Spot Convoys
Earlier in the day, U.S. reconnaissance pilots in Saigon reported that on flights over North
VietNam they detected numerous

Statehouse Hopefuls

2 Locations To
Serve You

3003 Central N.E.
(Near the Triangle)

,,
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Candidates·c"·Oppose
By STEVE LAPRADE
Stair Writer
Nine of the 11 statehouse candidates, who replied to a student
Lobby questionnaire on issues of
importance to college students,
opposed raising resident or nonresident tuition.
On Oct. 23, the questionnaires
were mailed to over 100 state-

house candidates, including incumbents. Andi Poole, publicity
chairman of Student Lobby, said
the late mailing date may have
been partially responsible for the
low questionnaire return. Interested voters can pick up copies
of the answered questionnaires
from members of the Student
Lobby.

The candidates were asked to
comment on the following seven
issues:
(1) Lowering the voting age to
18 years old.
(2) Tuition increases for residents and/or non-resident students.
( 3) Student role in state politics.

FBI Agents t:o Protect: Polls
If Protesters Disrupt: Voting
WASIDNGTON (UPI) - Several thousand federal agents will
be on duty e I ec t ion day to deal
swiftly with any attempt to interfere with an American citizen's
right to vote.
Several anti-war groups have
threatened mass demonstrations
at the polls. Some have boasted
they will disrupt the election as
they eought to disrupt the Democratic National Convention in
Chicago last August.

Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark officially discounts these threats.
"Kids talk a b o u t a lot of
things," he told reporters when
asked about the threats. He added that he expects "practically
no disruption" of voting.
District Attorneys Available
Just in case, however, he has
ordered U.S. district attorney offices throughout the country to
stay open on Nov. 5 to receive
complaints of interference with
the right to vote-a federal crime.

Law School Wins Award
An award for outstanding service in the administration of justice for 1968 was presented to the
UNM School of Law at the October meeting of the Board of Bar
Commissioners of the State bar
of New Mexico.
Thomas W. Christopher, dean
of the law school said the award
was based on the work which the
school has been doing with Indians in the Southwest. It also
provides continuing legal education courses for practicing lawyers.
The Indian program includes
an eight-week summer session for
Indians interested in going to law
school. The program, says director Frederick M. Hart, is "designed to encourage them to go
and to help them obtain that objective!'

The program has been operating for the past two summers.
Twenty Indians attended each
summer. Of the 40 who have attended the sessions so far, 18 are
now in law schools, with eight at
UNM and the other 10 at other
schools.
Another facet of the Indian
program is a project whereby law
school students and faculty members work on the Navajo reservation to help the Navajo's design
legal codes.
The continuing legal education
program is a series of seminars
and study courses for practicing
lawyers on current legal subjects.
At present, for example, there is
a seminar on international taxation being conducted. Next month,
a seminar on defending criminal
cases is planned.

FBI agents will be standing by to
act on every complaint "within
the hour," a Justice Department
spokesman said.
The b a s i c responsibility for
maintaining order around polling
places rests with loc<~ol authorities.
A federal law passed at the
turn of the century prohibits the
federal government from having
any kind of civil or military force
or armed men "at any place
where a general or special election is held, unless such force be
necessary to repel armed enemies
of the United States!'
Stipulations For Action
Federal agents can act only
when they receive complaints of
violations of the federal statute
which protect the right to vote.
This statute was tightened by
Congress last spring in the 1968
Civil Rights Act.
The new law makes it a federal
crime for any person-whether
or not acting under color of law
--by force or threat of force to
willfully injury, intimidate, or interfere with, or attempt to interfere with, any person involved
in the election process.
Everyone regardless of race,
color, religion or national origin
is protected under the law whether he is voting or qualifying to
vote, qualifying or campaigning
as a candidate, poll watcher, or
any legally authorized election official in any primary, special or
general election.

military truck convoys moving
toward South Viet Nam and the
Ho Chi Minh Trail.
Humphrey and his running
mate, Sen. Edmund S. Muskie,
s u r r o u n d e d themselves with
screen stars and for four hours on
live television answered questions
from legalized abortion to the
Midle East crisis.
Humphrey turned the show at
several points into what he called
a debate by "remote control" with
Nixon. His aides monitoring the
Nixon program shuttled in notes
to the vice president which he
read and disputed.
The Nixon telethon was conducted by 100 so-called Nixonaires, including his daughter~,
Julie and Tricia, fielding the telephone calls.
Nixon Screens CalJs
The Nixon calls were screened
to avoid duplication, enabling the
former vice president to cover a
wider range of topics.
Nixon told viewers hopes for
peace have been "gravely diminished" in recent days since announcement of the bombing halt
because President Johnson relied
on a group of tired diplomats. He
said he believes the American
diplomats in Saigon and Paris
were "well intentioned men" but
noted they were tired and therefore made mistakes. One such, he
-·indicQtocl1 --WarS-'tho-- t-eluc•tanCC -d£ --

(4) Lowering the drinking age
to 18.
(5) Establishment of a legislative committee to study the use
of drugs (especially marijuana)
in the state of New Mexico.
(6) Comments on your opinions
in general of the University and
its students.
(7) Important qualifications for
office.
Eight of the 11 respondents
had mostly favorable reactions to
UNM and the Student Body.
Four respondents favored lowering the voting age to 18. One
candidate from Clovis, who omitted his name, opposed lowering
the voting age, but favored letting 18-year-old servicemen vote.
Lower Drinking Age
Eight of the candidates opposed lowering the drinking age to
18. Only one candidate, Lenton
Malry, f a v o r e d lowering the
drinking age to 18. Robert Mondragon favored selling 3.2 beer to
people between 18 and 21.

Berna Iiiio Clerk
Has Vote Data
Students may call the county
clerk's office today to find out
where to vote. There are several
precincts on campus and students
can teii the county clerk their registered campus address to find out
their voting precinct.
The county clerk's office refused to divide the campus into
precincts for The Lobo reporter.
When voting, you may wish to
vote a straight party ticket, in
which case you pull the lever labeled with the party of your
choice. To split the ticket, turn
down the pointers over the names
of the preferred candidates.
To write in a candidate, op!m
the slot above the office, president,
for example, and legibly write the
full name of your candidate in the
blank space. Once the write-in
lever is pulled, the levers for the
other candidates lock, whether the
voter writes in a candidate or not.
The polls will be open until 7
p.m. today.

South Viet Nam to attend the
Paris peace talks starting Wednesday.
' •
If he is elected President on
Tuesday and the war has not ended by January, Nixon pledged to
''bring in a new diplomatic team
and they will end the war."
However, Nixon reiterated his
promise to cooperate with President Johnson in bringing an end
to the war if he is elected President. "As long as the bombing
pause may bring the war to an
honorable end, we should be for

it."

UNM Finances
Low This Year
By GAY COOK
..,.
Stair Writer
Vice-President of Business and
Finance John Perovich said that
financially 1968-69 will be an
"austere" year for UNM.
The 1968-69 budget was based
on an expected 5 percent increase
in enrollment but statistics released by the Registrars Office
show that there was only a 4.41
per cent increase. Perovich said
that as a result of the enrollment
situation there is a shortage of
funds.
Emphasizing the point that
UNM "cannot operate at a deficit," Perovich said that while he
does not forsee any major cutbacks, it will be necessary to reduce expenditures this year.
Perovich said that purchase's
that are not immediately essential
will be deferred until a later date.
He added that equipment acquisitions are being cutback and fewer
part-time faculty members have
been hired.
Perovich said that each year a
balance is carried forward from
the preceding year so that if the
revenue does not come up to the
expenditure level thil! balance can
be utilized.
He stressed that UNM is in no
serious financial difficulty and will
be able to meet all commitments
by tightening the budget and by
deferring all unnecessary expenditures.

